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---- From Thriller Award-winning author Alexandra Sokoloff ----â€œA wonderfully dark thriller with
amazing is-it-isn't-it suspense all the way to the end. Highly recommended.â€• ---Lee ChildHomicide
detective Adam Garrett is already a rising star in the Boston police department when he and his
cynical partner, Carl Landauer, catch a horrifying case that could make their careers: the ritualistic
murder of a wealthy college girl that appears to have Satanic elements.The partners make a quick
arrest when all evidence points to another student, a troubled musician in a Goth band who was
either dating or stalking the murdered girl. But Garrettâ€™s case is turned upside down when
beautiful, mysterious Tanith Cabarrus, a practicing witch from nearby Salem, walks into the
homicide bureau and insists that the real perpetrator is still at large. Tanith claims to have had
psychic visions that the killer has ritually sacrificed other teenagers in his attempts to summon a
powerful, ancient demon. All Garrett's beliefs about the nature of reality will be tested as he is forced
to team up with a woman he is fiercely attracted to but cannot trust, in a race to uncover a psychotic
killer before he strikes again.Categories: Occult horror, police procedural, horror mystery novels,
horror thriller novels, murder mystery novels, witches, hauntings, serial killers, psychological thriller,
American horror, psychic suspense, supernatural
thriller------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reviews:"Compelling, frightening
and exceptionally well-written, Book of Shadows is destined to become another hit for acclaimed
horror and suspense writer Sokoloff. The incredibly tense plot and mysterious characters will keep
readers up late at night, jumping at every sound, and turning the pages until they've devoured the
book." --- Romantic Times Book Reviews, 4 1/2 stars"Sokoloff successfully melds a classic
murder-mystery/whodunit with supernatural occult undertones." --- Library Journal"At the start of
Sokoloff's solid crime thriller, the discovery in a landfill of the mutilated corpse of Erin Carmody, the
18-year-old daughter of a prominent Boston businessman, presents homicide detective Adam
Garrett with a particularly sensitive case. Marks on the body suggest the killer was conducting
Satanic rituals. When Adam and his partner, Carl Landauer, question the prime suspect, Jason
Moncrief, a college friend of Erin's, Jason chants the name of the demon Choronzon, then assaults
Carl. Despite what appears to be an open-and-shut case, Adam can't discount the claim that Jason
is innocent made by Tanith Cabarrus, an attractive witch who comes to police headquarters to
report that she dreamed of other murdersâ€”and who believes that supernatural forces are behind
the slaughter. As usual, Sokoloff (The Unseen) does a good job keeping the reader guessing
whether a supernatural agency is really at work." --- Publishers Weekly(Copyright Â© Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved.)---------------------------------------------------------------------------About the AuthorALEXANDRA
SOKOLOFF is the Thriller Award-winning author of THE UNSEEN, THE PRICE, THE SHIFTERS,
THE SPACE BETWEEN, THE HARROWING and the Huntress FBI series (HUNTRESS MOON).
She is a produced screenwriter and the author of the writing workbooks SCREENWRITING TRICKS
FOR AUTHORS and WRITING LOVE, based on her internationally acclaimed blog and workshops.
She lives in Los Angeles.
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I totally should have loved this book. I mean, it's a mystery and I love mysteries. In fact, there's only
one thing I love more than I love mysteries and that's everything and anything to do with witches.
I'm serious. This all started with my anything but brief obsession with Charmed when I was 11 years
old (and Charmed was in its first season). Ever since then I have been drawn to books about
witches (whether it be fiction or non-fiction) and books about the occult. I just think that it's a
fascinating subject. Book of Shadows was a mystery with a paranormal aspect to it. Lots of magic,
lots of witches, and lots of suspense. Plus, I've read three of Alexandra Sokoloff's books; two I really

loved and one that I thought was just okay. So, this book had "ME!" written all over it. Yet, I didn't
really love it like I expected to.Book of Shadows reminded me a bit of The Unseen in that it started a
bit slow. It took about an hour to get through the first twenty pages because I kept falling asleep
(although that could've been because I was just really, really, tired). It got better after that and I was
intrigued 200 pages and then the book started dragging a bit again. It was just a bit repetitive,
especially that whole thing with Garrett and Tanith. Garrett is stumped by something. He goes to
Tanith for help. She explains the situation to him. He's skeptical and doesn't believe. He concludes
that she's crazy. Now this is all fine and dandy...the first time. But then Garrett keeps going to Tanith
for help and then keeps concluding she's crazy when she explains the unexplainable to him. This
happened like three or four times. And that led me to conclude that Garrett...yeah he's a bit of an
idiot...and annoying.
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